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ABSTRACT
This study covers experimental and numerical
investigations on the flow field around highly-loaded lowpressure turbine airfoils for modern aeroengines, focusing
on effects of two-dimensional contouring of the airfoil
suction surface as a controlling tool to suppress the
separation bubble, which otherwise induces large
aerodynamic loss especially at low Reynolds number
conditions. The device is a kind of back-facing small step
with gradual slope at the windward side, creating small
disturbances that affect the boundary layer and separation
bubble.
Since the steady-state performance of the device is
reported in 2011 IGTI(21) in detail, this paper then describes
its follow-up study through experimental and numerical
approaches, mainly investigating effects of the exit
Reynolds number, incoming wakes upon the separationcontrolling performance of the airfoil suction surface
contouring.

INTRODUCTION
More fuel-efficient and lighter aeroengines with
environment-friendliness is strongly needed from airliners
in correspond to high-priced oil and tougher noise
regulation around airports these days. To meet this demand,
aeroengines with large fan blades have become quite
ubiquitous for commercial aircrafts and very soon
aeroengines with more than 10 bypass ratio will not be
uncommon. As the bypass ratio increases, low-pressure
turbine (LPT) stages become a very critical component in
aeroengines from aerodynamic as well as structural aspects,
since rotors of the LPT stages are expected to produce large
torque for extracting an enough power to drive the very big
fan at a relatively slow rotational speed. This large torque
must be achieved by three or four LPT rotors consisting of
a limited number of high-lift rotor blades in order to keep
the engine weight as light as possible. In general, high-lift
rotor blades tend to suffer from the increase in aerodynamic
loss due to the occurrence of separation or separation
bubble on the blade suction surface, especially at low
Reynolds number conditions, followed by rapid growth of
turbulent boundary layer. Therefore, a number of studies
have been made for more than two decades on various
types of approaches to realize high-lift rotor blades with
minimum aerodynamic penalty(1)-(20).
One of the present authors proposed a unique method to
control the appearance of separation bubble on a high-lift
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LPT airfoil, which was two-dimensional surface contouring
of the front part of the airfoil (2D contouring), followed by
a small back-facing step(21). It was found that that the 2D
contouring of the airfoil suction surface was very effective
for suppressing the separation bubble, resulting in
significant improvement of cascade aerodynamic
performance, although further studies were still needed to
find out the mechanism in more detail.
This paper is therefore a follow-up one in which the
separation-control mechanism of the 2D contouring under
several flow conditions is examined experimentally and
numerically. The focus is on how and to what extent the
favorable performance of the surface contouring at a lowReynolds number condition could be changed at relatively
higher Reynolds number cases or under the influence of
flow disturbances such as bar-wake passing. Similar to the
previous study, two aerodynamic loading conditions are
also examined in this study. Measurements using
pneumatic probe reveals time-averaged aerodynamic loss
characteristics of the contoured airfoil with and without the
influence of wake passing at several Reynolds number and
loading conditions, while measurements with hot-wire
probe unveil time-averaged velocity and fluctuating
velocity profiles. Since it was revealed in the previous work
that some slight disturbances or vortical motions were shed
from the back-facing step affecting the separation, the
understanding of unsteady flow structures in the flow over
the suction surface concerned seems very important. Thus,
numerical simulations based on URANS and LES using a
commercial solver are intensively executed in order to
capture unsteady characteristics of the flow field, in
comparison with RANS simulation.

NOMENCLATURE
: actual chord length (=114mm)
: static pressure coefficient
: axial chord length (= 100mm)
: wake passing frequency
: static pressure around the airfoil
: inlet stagnation pressure
: outlet (local) stagnation pressure
: Strouhal number (non-dimensional wake
passing frequency =
)
: pitch of the cascade
u j (iΔτ) : instantaneous velocity in j-th realization
: inlet, averaged outlet velocity
: loss coefficient
: axial and tangential direction
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: solidity (=
)
: sampling interval
: time
Abbreviation

Δτ

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
Test cascade and Instruments
Since the experimental approach adopted in this study
was the same as that of the previous study(21), only a brief
description will be made on the measurements.
Figure 1 shows the test facility used in this study. The
test cascade was installed at the exit of the connecting duct
downstream of the blow-down type wind tunnel. The test
cascade consists of 7 airfoils with the span of 260mm.
Figure 2 depicts two types of test airfoils, the original
airfoil called Base-Type airfoil and the airfoil equipped
with the separation-control device (2D contouring) called
Device airfoil in this paper. Each of the small solid symbols
on Device airfoil suction surface indicates the position of a
static-pressure hole. Note that Base-Type airfoil was
equipped with the static-pressure holes both on the pressure
and suction surfaces. The following equation yielded the
static pressure coefficient in this study,
p − p(x)
C p = 01
.
(1)
0.5ρV22
In the Device airfoil measurement cases, 3 airfoils in
the middle of the cascade were 2D contoured ones and the
rest of the airfoils were Base-Type airfoils, where the
instrumented airfoil was placed in the cascade center. The
Reynolds number in this study, based on the actual chord
length and averaged exit velocity, ranged from 57,000 to
170,000, where the measurement of the exit velocity
15%
downstream of the cascade was executed as
shown in Figure 3. A miniature Pitot-tube was traversed
automatically over more than one airfoil pitch along the
line parallel to the trailing edge locus not only to detect the
local exit velocity but to measure the local total pressure.
Because of the low dynamic pressure experienced in the
measurement, several pressure transducers with different
pressure ranges and precisions were employed so that the
most suitable instrument in terms of accuracy could be
selected for the flow measurement of concern. Loss
coefficient of the cascade
was calculated as follows,
p − p02(y)
Yp (y) = 01
(2)
0.5ρV22
Figure 4 illustrates the system for the boundary layer
measurement over the airfoil suction surface. A standard
hot-wire probe (Dantec) and its probe support were
employed along with the custom-made traverse unit which
enabled the probe to be placed at any designated position
with great accuracy. The signal from the probe was
captured and stored by the A/D converter via the CTA
(Constant Temperature Anemometer) system (Kanomax).
When the wake generator, which will be described in the
following, was operating, a trigger signal was created per
one belt rotation so that ensemble averaging of the velocity

data acquired for one trigger signal,
possible, as follows,

 i) =
u(τ

1
j max

j max

∑ u (iΔτ ) .
j =1

j

was made

(3)

Wake Generator
The wake generator, which emulated realistic stator
wakes, was comprised of a number of cylindrical bars of
3mm diameter, two timing belts and an electric motor with
a frequency-variable drive. The flow field disturbed by the
wakes was characterized by the Strouhal number
, nondimensional wake-passing frequency, which was defined
by the pitch of wake-generating bars and the belt speed in
this study.

Loading Conditions
In this study the airfoil loading condition was able to
be changed by enlarging the airfoil pitch. The loading
condition was expressed by an index, reduction rate of
solidity, defined as

RRS = (σbase σ −1)×100 ,

(4)

where σbase is the solidity of Base-Type airfoil. Figure 5
shows static pressure distributions for three different
loading conditions,
= 0%, 15% (rounded from
14.2%) and 25% (rounded from 23.6%). These three
conditions are sometimes referred to as, Base, HL(High
Lift) and UHL(Ultra High Lift).

Figure 1

Low-speed wind tunnel and test cascade

Figure 2 Profiles of Base-Type and 2D contoured
airfoils, with the location of pressure holes

NUMERICAL APPROACH
Flow Solver

Figure 3 Test cascade and the measurement
system for aerodynamic performance

As flow solver a commercial software, ANSYS CFX
12 was used in this study. Several types of calculations
were attempted. Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) approach using Shear-Stress Transport (SST) twoequation model was also employed with and without a
transition model ( γ − Reθ ) to grasp an image of timeaveraged flow field concerned or to obtain an initial
solution for unsteady calculations like unsteady RANS or
Large-Eddy Simulation (LES). LES using dynamic
Smagorinsky subgrid scale model (DSM) was used, where
the second-order central difference scheme was used in
space and the second-order backward scheme was
employed in time. To make the analysis as time-accurate as
possible, inner calculations during one time-step were
repeated for 10 times at the maximum.

Computational Grids

Figure 4 Test cascade and the measurement
system for boundary layer on the airfoil suction
surface

Figure 6 is an example of the computational grid
system used in this study, which was for the flow analysis
of the 2D contoured airfoils with HL (RRS-15%) condition.
The spanwise extent of the computational domain was 0.15
. This grid system was topologically H-O-H type
consisting of several blocks to ensure grid quality in terms
of orthogonality on the airfoil surface as well as grid
density near the surface as high as possible, where
of
the nearest grid point was less than 1. Total number of the
grid points in this case was about 8.4 millions with 50
equally-spaced grid points in the spanwise direction.

Boundary Conditions
All flow quantities on the inlet boundary except inlet
freestream turbulence intensity were specified using the
corresponding experimental data, while the mass flow rate
was fixed on the outlet boundary. Periodic condition was
applied to the top and bottom grid lines and non-slip
condition was specified on the airfoil. Courant number was
about 1 for the unsteady analysis.
Figure 5 Static pressure distributions around BaseType airfoil for three different loading conditions

Uncertainty Analysis
Uncertainty of the pneumatic measurement was mainly
determined by the accuracy of pressure transducers. Since
the accuracy of the pressure transducer used in this
condition was
0.5Pa, it was found from the standard
procedure [21] that the uncertainty of inlet velocity
was about
1.7% lowest speed flow condition.
Uncertainty of the static pressure coefficient was
3.5%
around the peak region of the coefficient.
The accuracy of the hot-wire probe measurement was
governed by the probe calibration process using a Pitot tube
to determine the reference velocity, while errors due to the
curve fitting or temperature drift remained small (less than
1%). Accordingly the uncertainty of the hot-wire probe
measurement was estimated to be about
2%.

Figure 6

An example of the computational grid
system used for Device airfoil

Unsteady simulation

e
Figure 7 Impact of choice of turbulence model in
RANS simulations (top: Base-Type Airfoil, bottom:
Device Airfoil)

Code Validations
Steady simulation
Before going into detail of numerical results mainly
based on unsteady simulation using URANS or LES, the
authors would like to draw the readers’ attentions to the
difficulty in choosing a proper turbulence model for steadystate flow simulation. Figure 7 shows the static pressure
coefficient distributions around	
  Base-Type Airfoil and
Device Airfoil for HL (RRS15%) condition at
=5.7x104 calculated by RANS simulations using several
turbulence models (SST with and without the transition
model and k- ω model). It is clear that the 2D contouring on
the airfoil suction surface caused rather abrupt change in
the static pressure distribution. In the case of Base-Type
Airfoil, only the simulation using SST with the transition
model made a reasonable prediction of the static pressure
distributions in comparison with the measured data on the
suction surface. It can be also worthy of noting that the
other calculations failed to predict the appearance of
separation bubble. In contrast, the calculation using SST
with the transition model could not capture the suppressing
effect of 2D contouring on the separation bubble, while the
rest of the calculations reproduced the experimental
findings. The reason of this poor performance of SST with
transition model is not known yet. From the experimental
observations in the previous study(20) and the present one
which will be described later, the small step of the device
generated some flow disturbances affecting the separation
bubble so that the bubble was almost disappeared. This
may be a reason of excellent agreements between rather
conventional RANS simulations and the experiment. In
other words, since it is highly likely that the transition
model was neither tested nor tuned in the test condition like
in the present study, the transition model could not initiate
the transition due to the disturbance

As can be easily imagined, a flow containing a
separation is prone to exhibit unsteady behavior. Therefore,
despite its high-priced computational requirement, it may
be preferable or recommended to carry out a unsteady
simulation. In the following, how unsteady simulations
based on URANS and LES perform will be described.
Figure 8 shows a snapshot of instantaneous flow field
around Base-Type Airfoil under RSS15% loading condition
at
=5.7x104 calculated by use of LES. The flow field
was characterized by iso-surface of Q value which was
colored according to the level of turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE). Each of the lines on the left end of the airfoil span
indicates the axial position, i.e., 50%, 60%, 70%, 80% ,
90% and 98%
from the leading edge, which is for the
sake of better understanding of the unsteady behavior of the
separation bubble. It follows from this figure that the
boundary layer separated at 60% axial position, followed
by seemingly stable sheet-like shear layer. From this shear
layer a vortex with the spanwise axis was shed just before
80% axial position. The shed vortex then evolved, being
suffering from effects of three-dimensional instability.
After 90%
, the vortex broke down, resulting in
completion of the transition to turbulence. Figure 9 show a
comparison among three calculations (RANS, URANS and
LES) and the relevant measured data. Note that the RANS
simulations, irrespective of steady or unsteady calculation,
employed the transition model. Consequently, the two
RANS simulations provided a good agreement with the
measurement. LES simulation also reproduced the
experimental static pressure distributions successfully,
however a slight difference can be identified around the
reattachment zone. This is probably due to the existence of
inlet freestream turbulence which was not taken into
account in the LES analysis, while RANS simulations
based on ANSYS CFX was able to handle inlet freestream
turbulence and in the cases shown here the inlet freestream
turbulence was 1% at the inlet boundary.

Figure 8 A snapshot of instantaneous flow field
around Base-Type Airfoil calculated by LES under
4
RRS15% loading condition at Re2=5.7x10

EFFECTS OF 2D CONTOURING
No Disturbance Cases
Low Reynolds number case
Figure 11 shows two snapshots of instantaneous flow
field around Device Airfoil calculated by LES ans URANS
approaches under RRS15% condition at Re2=5.7x104. The
flow fields are also characterized by iso-surface of Q value
and color indicating the level of TKE. To have a better
understanding of transitional behavior, the side views of the
airfoil are visualized in Figure 12 using spanwise vortex
and stagnation loss coefficient, in comparison with those of
Base-Type Airfoil.

Figure 9 Calculated static pressure distributions
around Base-Type Airfoil under RRS15% loading
4
condition at Re2=5.7x10 , in comparison with the
experiment

Suction Side

Pressure Side

Figure 10 Calculated stagnation pressure loss
distributions downstream of Base-Type Airfoil under
4
RRS15% loading condition at Re2=5.7x10 , in
comparison with the experiment
Although the LES simulation could not excelled the
RANS ones in the prediction of the static pressure
distribution, the necessity in usage of LES is clearly
emphasized in the loss predection, as shown in Figure 10.
The LES calculation successfully reproduced the measured
stagnation loss profile, while the RANS calculations
overpredicted the loss peak and underestimated the wake
width. A close inspection has revealed that the wake
predicted by URANS became larger than that of RANS,
which is because the mixing process in the wake is
unsteady in nature. It can be concluded from these attempts
to validate the numerical approaches that LES approach is
the most recommendable at least for the prediction of
aerodynamic performance of the cascade, while URANS
approach can be regarded as acceptable alternative to LES.

Figure 11 Snapshots of instantaneous flow fields
around Device Airfoil calculated by LES (top) and
4
URANS (bottom) under RRS15% at Re2=5.7x10

Figure 12 Side views of instantaneous flow fields
around Device (right) and Base-Type (left) Aifoils
calculated by LES under RRS15% loading condition
4
at Re2=5.7x10 , visualized by spanwise vorticity and
local stagnation loss coefficient

It is evident from those figures that the separation
bubble appearing from around 60%
on Base-Type
Airfoil suction surface was almost completely disppeared
by the introduction of 2D contouring. A mechanism of the
separation suppression concluded from the simulation is
that the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of the shear layer of
the separation bubble is promoted due to small disturbances
generated by the back-facing step of the 2D contouring,
resulting in vortex shedding followed by the appearance of
three-dimensional instability along the axis of the vortex. A
comparison between LES and URANS calculations
indicates that the URANS calculation did not capture threedimensional instability along the vortex axis clearly, and
the each of the vorticies holds its two dimensional structure
downstream of the airfoil. This may be the reason of rather
poor capability of the loss profile prediction of URANS
which is already mentioned in Figure 10 and will be
discussed in the following in a different way.
Figure 13 depicts the calculated static pressure
distributions around Device Airfoil under the same
condition as Figure 11 in comparison with the experimental
data, where the numerical results based on three different
numerical approaches are shown. Similarly, Figure 14
depicts the calculated and measured stagnation loss
distributions. Although slight discrepancies can be seen,
excellent performance of the LES analysis is again
demonstrated in these figures in qualitative and quantitative
predictions of the flow field. As shown in Figure 11, the
URANS calculation exhibited similar capability to the LES
in capturing the vortical structure on Device Airfoil.
Therefore, the numerical results calculated by the URANS
reasonably agreed with the experimental data, while the
URANS did not yield a good agreement with the
measurement for Base-Type Airfoil.

High Reynolds number case
Figures 15 and 16 show comparisons between the
measurement and calculation in terms of static pressure
distribution and stagnation pressure under the HL condition
at Re2=1.7x105. Due to this rather high Reynolds number
condition, LES calculation was not attempted, instead only
conventional RANS calculations were carried out.
Although the RANS calculation still predicted the
occurrence of a large-scale separation bubble for BaseType Airfoil while the measurement indicated only a small
the separation on the suction surface, the RANS simulation
successfully predicted the static pressure distribution and
stagnation pressure distribution for Device Airfoil. Such
good prediction performances observed in the RANS
simulation is due to the fact that the boundary layer over
the suction surface of Device Airfoil was almost at the
situation of attached boundary layer. Of course, there
appeared a flow separation just downstream of the backfacing step of the 2D contouring, however, it was not so
difficult for the RANS simulation to predict this type of
separation because such a separation occurred due to the
change in surface shape/curvature.

Figure 13 Calculated static pressure distributions
around Device Airfoil under RRS15% loading
4
condition at Re2=5.7x10 , in comparison with the
experiment

Figure 14 Calculated stagnation pressure loss
distributions downstream of Device Airfoil under
4
RRS15% loading condition at Re2=5.7x10 , in
comparison with the experiment

Figure 15 Calculated static pressure distributions
around Base-Type and Device Airfoils under RRS15%
5
loading condition at Re2=1.7x10 , in comparison with
the experiment

Effects of Wake Passing
Low Reynolds number case

Figure 16 Calculated stagnation pressure loss
distributions downstream of Device Airfoil under
5
RRS15% loading condition at Re2=1.7x10 , in
comparison with the experiment

Figure 17 Wake-affected stagnation pressure loss
distributions of Base-Type (top) and Device (bottom)
Airfoils under RRS15% loading condition at
4
Re2=5.7x10

Figure 17 shows wake-affected stagnation pressure
loss distributions of Base-Type and Device Airfoils under
RRS15% loading condition at Re2=5.7x104. Similarly,
Figure 18 are the measured loss distributions under
RRS25% loading condition at Re2=5.7x104. It follows from
the loss distributions of Base-Type Airfoil in Figure 17 that
the wake passing slightly reduced the loss on the suction
side, while the peak value of the loss tended to increase.
The loss reduction was caused by the effect of the wake
passing suppressing the separation bubble. The wakepassing effects are clearly demonstrated through the howwire probe measurements over the last half part of the
airfoil surface, which are shown in Figure 19. The velocity
measurements revealed that the incoming wakes suppressed
the separation bubble significantly, although their effect
tended to be saturated as the Strouhal number increased.
Besided, the loss level inside the passage also increased due
to the mixing effect of the incoming wakes.

Figure 18 Wake-affected stagnation pressure loss
distributions of Base-Type (top) and Device (bottom)
Airfoils under RRS25% loading condition at
4
Re2=5.7x10

As for the Device Airfoil, since the separation bubble
was already suppressed to a great extent due to the 2D
contouring, the wake passing did not provide any benefitial
influence in terms of loss reduction, rather it caused loss
increase especially on the suction side. This means that the
boundary layer over Device-Airfoil was already close to a
turbulent boundary layer and the wake passing only
enhanced momentum mixung between the boundary layer
and the main flow. This situation is clearly llustrated in
Figure 20.
Wake-passing effects can be evidently confirmed from
the loss measurement of Base-Type Airfoil for UHL
(RRS25%) loading condition (The results of wake-affected
velocity measurements are shown in Figure 21). It follows
from the loss distributions of Base-Type Airfoil in Figure
18 that the cascade loss was reduced as the Strouhal
number increased. At the same time, the loss peak
gradually shifted towards the pressure side, implying that
the exit flow angle was recovering to the level similar to
that of HL condition. In contrast, the wake passing did not
exhibited preferable effects on the loss distributions of
Device Airfoil. This gives the authors a lesson that the
height of the back-facing step of the contouring is probably
too large and need to be redesigned.

Figure 20 Time-averaged velocity fields over the
suction surface of Device Airfoil under RRS15%
4
loading condition at Re2=5.7x10

High Reynolds number case
Because of the mechanical restriction, the achievable
Strouhal number was 0.4 for the highest Reynolds number
case (Re2=1.7x105). Figure 22 indicates the wake-passing
effects on the cascade loss distributions for Base-Type and
Device Airfoils. It can be concluded that the wake passing
did not exhibit any favorable impact on the loss, rather
inducing additional loss on the airfoil suction side
especially for Device Airfoil. The reason of poor
performance of the contouring for the high Reynolds
number condition was probably due to longer area of
turbulent boundary layer on the suction surface for Device
Airfoil than for Base-Type Airfoil. For higher loading
conditions, it was found that some loss reduction was
obtained by the wake passing, however, such effects were
limited compared to those for the low Reynolds number
cases. These are also another lessons the authors have
learned from the present study.

Figure 19 Time-averaged velocity fields over the
suction surface of Base-Type Airfoil under RRS15%
4
loading condition at Re2=5.7x10 , showing the impact
of wake-passing on the separation bubble

Figure 21 Time-averaged velocity fields over the
suction surface of Device Airfoil under RRS25%
4
loading condition at Re2=5.7x10
Figure 22 Wake-affected stagnation pressure loss
distributions of Base-Type (top) and Device (bottom)
Airfoils under RRS15% loading condition at
5
Re2=1.7x10

CONCLUSIONS
The detailed studies on the effects of the 2D
contouring on high-lift LPT airfoils were carried out
experimentally
and
numerically.
Aerodynamic
performances of the airfoils under several flow conditions
and loading conditions were investigated. The findings in
this study can be summarized as follows,
(1) The 2D contouring with a small back-facing step
considerably suppressed the separation bubble on the
suction surface at the low Reynolds number condition
without the incoming wakes, resulting in the reduction
of the cascade loss. These favorable effects of the 2D
contouring were emphasized for higher loading
conditions of the airfoil. Even at higher Reynolds
number conditions, the contouring worked to improve
the cascade aerodynamic performance, while the level
of the improvement was rather limited.

(2) The periodic wake passing through the cascade also
prevented the suction surface boundary layer from
being separated for Base-Type Airfoil, irrespective of
Reynolds number examined. As for Device Airfoil,
since its boundary layer was energized by the
disturbance from the step, the effects of wake passing
was not always beneficial to the performance
improvement. From this experience it may be
concluded that the step height of the contouring be
made smaller, which will be a next research theme.
(3) Numerical simulations were also executed based on
RANS, URANS and LES approaches. Even RANSbased simulation was able to predict the static pressure
distribution around Device Airfoil, whereas	
  it could
neither obtain a good agreement with the measured
static pressure distribution of Base-Type Airfoil nor
with the measured stagnation pressure loss distribution
for both types of the test airfoils. In contrast, LESbased
flow
simulations
exhibited
excellent
performances in prediction of not only the static
pressure distribution but also stagnation pressure loss
distribution downstream of the cascade, regardless of
airfoil type.
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